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Technological progress



HIMAC

1994: Treatment start

1996: Moving target

Technological history of NIRS

HIMAC new facility

2006: Project start

2011: Treatment start

with 

scanning

2015: Moving target

2017: SC Gantry
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Scanning for moving target

Example: 2D uniform scanning

Simulation of non-gated irradiation

w/o motion
Static field

(passive irr.)

blurring
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Dynamic delivery 

(scanning irr.)

interplay

?D

To overcome interplay effect was big challenge in 10 years 

ago!!



Strategy for moving target

Gating
Suppress motion to < 5mm

Fast rescanning
＋

Repeat scan to suppress hot/cold spot 



Fast scanning



Fast scanning



Interplay suppression 



Commissioning

In these experiments, dose 
differences were less than 2%. 
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Treatment of moving target



Treatment of moving target

40% of patients need gating & fast rescanning

(30 patients/day in NIRS)
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For faster irradiation

Multiple energy operation

Energy changing time : <300ms

Accelerator duty for gating : ~100%



Multiple energy operation

Energy change < 300msec !



How does it works in 

treatment?

Num. of slice

:39 slices

Energy

: 363-286 MeV/u

Intensity

: 3E7-5E8pps

< 20sec !

One cycle



Automated patient positioning



Example : NIRS throughput

Average: 12min

Treatment room occupation
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Why rotating gantry?

1. Reduced uncertainty & true IMPT
(no need deformable 

registration)
2. Patient comfort
3. Simpler workflow



1st SC rotating gantry

2013-2016 : R&D and Construction

2016-2017 : Commissioning

Treatment started in this May!!



Gantry status

1.  200 energies and 26 angles are available

2.  10 patients treated

(static, H&N and prostate)

3.  Commissioning of gated irradiation completed

4.  Moving target treatment will start soon



Future prospects



Direction of next machine

More compact

High spec. 

& 

flexible

Better price
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Previous scanning system

1. XY separated scanners

2. Fast scan speed ~ 100mm/ms

3. 9m length for 24x24cm2 field

4. Possible to treat moving target

Field size & Scan speed 

vs

Port length



What’s new?

1. XY combined type new scanner

2. High magnetic field

3. Changing gap in beam direction



60% size reduction



40%

Commercial model

1st SC gantry in NIRS

volume 

reduction



Not only a paper plan!!

Compact and yet keeping

scan speed 100mm/ms

&  field size 24cmx24cm

(available up to 34cmx34cm)      

This type will be installed upcoming facilities

Prototype test was already completed successfully.



Yamagata project

2017-18 : Civil construction
2018-19 : Installation 
2019-20 : Commissioning
2020       :  1st treatment

1H&1G



For better dose conformation

Smaller beam size give us…

1. Better penumbra

2. Maximize degree of freedom of IMPT



For better dose conformation

- Previous model

Beam size in air

- Normal mode

- High precision 

mode

P80-20 < 3mm 
in tissue@10cm 

depth
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Higher dose rate

Upcoming new injector will be

1. Energy upgrade for less space charge effect

2. High power ECR source

2        4
Gy/min Gy/min



Multi ion species and fast 

switching
1. Multi ion capability

2. Ion switching time less than 60 seconds

Development of pulse-by-pulse switching is planned

(~ 5sec)
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Open new horizon with new 

system

High dose rate

Fast delivery

IMPT

Fast ion switch

Fast scanning

Large field

Breath hold irradiation < 5s 

or

Fast volumetric rescanning

LET painting

Multiple liver metastases?



Summary

10 years progress

- Moving target

- High throughput

- SC rotating gantry

Next 10 years

- More compact & high spec.

- Collaboration with industry


